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FOR LOVERS: Don&apos;t just whisper sweet nothings, write them down in this journal created

especially for romantic list-makers. Including a heart-warming collection of list topics ranging from

sweet (favorite love songs, best dates) to cringe-worthy (relationship pet-peeves, worst break-ups)

to downright naughty. It&apos;s the best place to create an entire autobiography of la vie en rose.

Each list is also accompanied by a hilarious illustration that will set the perfect mood for a steamy

night of list-making. How do I love thee? Let me list the ways! Ã‚Â Check out our other titles: Spirit,

Music, Travel, Parenthood, Literary, Future, a boardgame, and more...
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If I asked you to list the games you played as a child, or the people you've kissed, a colorful

assortment of memories would surface that are unique to you. Many of us don't have the time or

inclination to write our autobiography, so I created the Listography Books and listography.com to

help capture all the experiences that make up your life: a sweet little time capsule. Ã‚Â I've

rediscovered many lost memories by making lists, and I'm glad I found them. Now that they're in my

lists, they'll never be lost to me, and I am creating a map of my experience here on earth. The

meditative process of making a list reminds us of how beautiful the details of our life are, and it can

inspire us, but most importantly, it's fun!

Lisa Nola is the creator of the Listography Book series and the popular list-making website,



listography.com.

I've purchased several "list" books, and this is one of my favorites. I had many listing books for

several years before purchasing this book, and I loved those books as well. This book, has a wide

range of questions to it, it's mostly if not entirely related to love and/or sex. It's a GREAT

conversation starter, and I've had several multiple-hour conversations due to the content inside. I

personally use it to learn more about people, and it really has brought out some great ideas and

conversations. I'd recommend that anyone buy this book. It's fun from both a guy's and a gal's

perspective but certainly for couples. I'd say that a lot of the questions are geared toward couples

but can be done by one person as well, if you're the type, it could possibly be fun in a group setting

as well.

You'll have to be the nonjealous type to do this with your significant other as some of the questions

involve fantasies about other people, etc. We leave about half of the space for each other but are

still enjoying it a lot. For one person, it'd be perfect. I will say, though, that I was kinda surprised at  -

when I peeled the sticker off of the back of my book, I noticed that it was about eight shades lighter

than the dark tan that my book was - I guess it was a little dirty?

good

Fun to do with a partner.

This List book is especially fun. I'm thinking of giving this out to friends and family (etc.) for

Valentines Day.

I gave this book as a gift to my bestfriend. It's absolutely adorable and now I want one. It calms the

OCD person inside of me who wants to put EVERYTHING into lists :)

I thought the lists would be better for this one. The travel and original are great.. I want this as

Something to do with my SO, but some a lot the lists were kinda depressing

wonderful great!
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